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NEW QUESTION: 1
After the system restarts the static MAC address table, the saved entries will not be lost.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which grep program is used to search for literal strings and does not interrupt regular
expressions?
A. grep
B. egrep
C. lgrep
D. fgrep
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization has a 3-node cluster, with utilization rates as follows:
* 35% CPU
* 40% RAM
* 20% SSD
* 35% HDD
A node in this cluster fails.
Which type of degradation will the client experience due to this node failure?
A. All VMs from that node will be offline until the node is repaired.
B. The cluster will be online but will experience performance issues due to utilization.
C. The entire cluster will be down until the node is repaired.
D. VMs from the failed node will be offline until they restart on the remaining nodes.
Answer: A
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